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HAWKS AND HAWKING. 
But what a point, my lord, your falcon made, 
And what a pitch she flew above the rest ! 
To see how God in all his creatures works ! 

Yea, man and birds are fain of climbing high. 
Henry VI., part 2. 

Hawking is the art of taking wild animals, chiefly birds, by 
means of hawks. This sport, though of great antiquity, seems 

chiefly to have been practised in the two countries of Thrace 
and Britain. In the former it was pursued merely as the 
diversion of a particular district ; for Aristotle tells us, that 
" 

there was a district in Thrace, in which the boys used to 

assemble at a certain time of the year, for the sake of bird 

catching ; that this spot was much frequented by hawks, 
which were wont to appear on hearing themselves called, and 
would drive the little birds into the bushes, where they were 

caught by children ; and that the hawks would even sometimes 
take the birds and fling them to these young fowlers, who, 
after finishing their diversion, bestowed on their assistants 

part cf the prey." But the aborigines of Britain, as well as 
the Saxons, had a great fondness for hawking, and every chief 

amongst them maintained a considerable number of birds for 
that sport. 

To the Romans it was scarcely known in the days of 

Vespasian, but was introduced soon after from Britain ; and 

Martial has the following epigram on the fate, of a hawk :? 

" Praedo fuit voluerum, famulus men? ancupis, idem 

Decipit, et captas non sibi, m rit, aves." 

Among this people, the hawk was called accipiter, and it 

was considered a bird of ill omen from being carnivorous; 
but Pliny says that sometimes, particularly in marriage, it 

was esteemed of good omen, because it never eats the hearts of 

other birds; intimating thereby that no differences in the 

marriage .state ought to affect the heart. The accipiter was 

worshipped as a divinity at Tentyra, an island on the Nile, 

being considered by the inhabitants as an image of the sun ; 
and hence we find the sun represented under the figure of a 

hawk in hieroglyphics. It became a favourite exercise of the 

Roman Britons in the sixth century, and in later times was 

the principal amusement of the English. Under the Welsh 

laws of Hoel Dha, "the^falconer has a privilege, the day the 

hawk shall bill a bittern, or a heron, or a curlew. Three 

services shall the king perform for the falconer on such a day : 

hold his stirrup while he dismounts ; hold the horse while he 

goes after the birds ; and hold his stirrup while he mounts 

again. Three times shall the king that night compliment him 

at table." In the beginning of the seventh century, two 

falcons and a hawk were sent by the Archbishop of Mons, an 

Englishman by birth, to Ethelbert, king of Kent, the birds 

then reared in England not being in such high repute ; and a 

king of Mercia requested the same dignitary of the church to 

send him two falcons which had been trained to attack cranes, 
as those he had were notisufficiently strong and skilful. At a 

later period, hawking became so common that laws were 

made for the purpose of restraining some of the abuses to 

which it-gave rise. Monks were fordidden to keep hawks and 

falcons ; and, in 821, persons carrying hawks were forbidden 

by the then king of the Mercians from trespassing uprn the 

lands belonging to the monks of Abingdon. Alfred th<? Great 

wrote a book on the management of hawks, and, according to 

ALS8er, he himself instructed his falconers, hav kers, and 

hound-trainers. Edward the Confessor's fondness for hawk 

ing seems to have been excessive, for in the words of an 

old manuscript, 
" 

Every day after divine service he took to 

this beloved sport ;" while the cause of Harold's unfortunate 

voyage to Normandy is by some writers attributed to the 

straying of a favourite falcon, which he was anxious to 

recover. In the Bayeux tapestry, said to have been worked 

by Matilda, wife to William the Conqueror, and her ladies, he 

is represented as embarking with a bird on his hand and a dog 
under his arm; and in an old picture*representing the mar 

iage of Henry VI., a nobleman is represented much in the 
ame manner. After the conquest, the common people seem 

to have been prohibited from keeping these birds, hunting 
with them being considered an amusement worthy only of 

kings and nobles ; and thus these birds became as much the 
token of high birth, as the spurs of knighthood or the blazon 
of a shield. Nobles carried their favourite falcons with them 
on journeys, and sometimes even into battle, and would not 

jpart with them even to procure their own liberty, if taken 

prisoners ; for to resign his hawk was considered one of 
* 
the 

most disgraceful actions of which a nobleman could be guilty, 
and as. a voluntary resignation of his nobility. 

Magna Charta, however, gave liberty to every freeman to 
have in his woods eyries of hawks, sparr-hawks, falcons, 
eagles, and herons. Large numbers of hawks were generally 
kept at the monasteries ; and Walter, bishop of Rochester, 
was so fond of this sport, that when he was eighty years of 

age, it was (with hunting) the sole employment of his life, to 
the total neglect of the duties of his office. English ladies 
also applied themselves so much to the art, that they are said 
to have excelled the men in their dexterity,?" a proof," says 
John of Salisbury, 

" 
that it is an effeminate amusement." 

We find that Jeoffrey Fitzpierre gave two good Norway 
hawks to king John, to obtain for his friend the liberty of 

exporting one hundredweight of cheese; and Nicholas the 
Dane stipulated "to give the king a hawk every time he 
came into England, that he might have liberty to traffic 

throughout the king's dominions." Great, indeed, must have 
been their value, to have been considered as bribes not 

unworthy of a king. Vast, too, was the expense which 
sometimes attended this sport. In the reign of James the 

First, Sir Thomas Monson is said to have given ?1,000 for a 
cast of hawks. We need not wonder, then, at the rigour of 
the laws tending to preserve an amusement which was carried 
to such a pitch of extravagance. 

In the 34th Edward III., it was made felony to steal a 
hawk ; and to take its eggs, even in the person's own ground, 
was punishable with imprisonment for a year and a day, 
besides a fine at the king's pleasure. In queen Elizabeth's 

reign the imprisonment was reduced to three months, but the 
offender was to find security for his good behaviour for seven 

years, or lie in prison till he did so. 

Hawks were also made the tenure by which some of the 

nobility held their estates from the crown. Thus, Sir John 

Stanley had a grant of the Isle of Man from Henry IV., to be 
held of the king, his heirs, and successors, by homage and the 
service of two falcons, payable on the day of his or her corona 

tion; and Philip de Hastang held his manor of Comlertoun, 
in Cambridgeshire, by the service of keeping the king's falcons. 

The duke of St. Albans is still hereditary grand falconer of 

England, an office bestowed on his ancestor, the son of Charles 
II. and Nell Gwyn. 

According to Olearius, who wrote in the seventeenth cen 

tury, the diversion of hawking was then more followed by the 
Tartars and Persians than it has ever been in any part of 

Europe. 
Sir John Malcolm, in his sketches of Persia, alludes to the 

chase of the ahubura, or Persian bustard, with hawks. He 

says that the instant that the byri, a kind of hawk, said by 
Vigne to be the peregrine falcon, is flown, the ahubura runs 
to meet it with outstretched wings. A fierce contest then 
ensues on the ground, which generally ends in the ahubura 

taking wing. A goshawk is then flown, when the ahubura 
takes again to the ground. *The first byri is now no longer of 

any use, and a second is flown ; the contest ends in the ahubura 
' 

again taking wing, when it is pounced upon by the goshawk, 
which had all the time remained hovering over the com 

batants. 

Vigne, in his "Travels in Kashmir," &c, gives a nearly 
similar account. 

Near the junction of the rivers Chunab and Dodah, in 

Kashmir, is a village famous for the capture of hawks. They 
are taken in nets set open like a school-boy's sparrow-trap, 

containing a live pigeon as a bait. The peregrine, the gos 
hawk, or the sparrow-hawk, which are commonly used in the 

East, might all be taken in this way. Chumla is the only 
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place in India where Vigne saw the chark falcon in training. 
He believes this bird to be the true lanner of naturalists. 

The following account of falconry in Assyria, from the pen 
of the great traveller Mr. Layard, is so interesting, that we 

insert it at length :? 

FALCONRY IN A8SYRIA. 
" The hawk most valued by eastern sportsmen is the shaheen, 

a variety of the northern peregrine falcon, and esteemed the 

most noble of the race. Although the smallest in size, it is 

celebrated for its courage and daring, and is constantly the 

theme of Persian verse. There are several kinds of shaheen, 
each distinguished by its size and plumage ; those from the 

Gebel' Shammar, in Nedjid, are the most prized, but being 

only brought by occasional pilgrims from Mecca, are'very rare. 

The next best are said to come from Tokat, in Asia Minor. 

The shaheen should be caught and trained when young. It 

strikes its quarry in the air, and may be taught to attack even 

the largest eagle, which it will boldly seize, and checking its 

flight, fall with it to the ground. The sportsman should, 

however, be at hand to release the falcon immediately, or it 

will soon fall a victim to its temerity. It is usually flown ?t 
the crane, the middle bustard (houbara), geese, and francolins. 

There is a variety called the bahree, found on the borders of 
the Persian Gulf, which can be taught to catch geese, ducks, 
and all manner of water fowl ; but it is difficult to keep and 
train. The next in value is the balaban, which can be trained 
to strike its quarry either in the air or on the ground. It is 
found in the neighbourhood of Baghdad, and in other parts of 

Mesopotamia ; is caught and trained when full grown, and is 
flown at gazelles, hares, cranes, bustards, partridges, and fran 
colins. The baz and shah baz (? astur palumbarius, the gos 
hawk, and the falco lanarius) is remarkable for the beauty of 
its speckled plumage and for its size. It strikes in the air and 
on the ground, and, if well trained, may take cranes and other 

large game. The balaban and baz, when used by the Persians 
for hunting hares, are sometimes dressed in a kind of leather 
breeches ; otherwise, as they seize their prey with one talon, 
and a shrub or some other object with the other, they might 

have their limbs torn asunder. The chark (? falco cervialis), 
the usual falcon of the Bedouins, always strikes its quarry on 

the ground, except the eagle, which it may be trained to fly 
at in the air.. It is chiefly used for gazelles? and bustards, but 

will also take hares and other game. The bird usually 
hawked by the Arabs is the middle-sized bustard, or houbara. 

It is almost always captured on the ground, and defends itself 

vigorously with wings and beak against its assailant, which is 

often disabled in the encounter. The falcon is generally 
trained to this quarry with a fowl. The method pursued is 

very simple. It is first taught to take its raw meat from 
a man, or from the ground, the distance being daily in 

creased by the falconer. When the habit is acquired, the 

flesh is tied to the back of a fowl ; the falcon will at once 

seize its usual food, and receives also the liver of the fowl, 
which is immediately killed. A bustard is then, if possible, 
captured alive, and used in the same way. In a few days &e 

training is complete, and the hawk may be flown at any large 
bird on the ground. The falconry, however, in which Easterns 
take most delight, is that of the gazelle. For this very noble 
and exciting sport, the falcon and greyhound must be trained 
o hunt together by a process unfortunately somewhat cruel. 

In the fiist place, the bird is taught to eat its daily ration of 
raw meat fastened on the stuffed head of a gazelle. The next 

step is to accustom it to look for its food between the horns of 
a tame gazelle. The distance between the animal and the 
falconer is daily increased, until the hawk will seek its meat 

when about half a mile off. A greyhound is now loosed upon 
the gazelle, the falcon being flown at the same time. When 
the animal is seized, which of course soon takes place, its 
throat is cut, and the hawk is fed with a part of its flesh. 

After thus sacrificing three gazelles, the education of the 
falcon and greyhound is declared to be complete. The chief 
art in the training is to teach the two to signal out the same 

gazelle, and the dog not to injure the falcon when struggling 
on the ground with the quarry. The greyhound, however, 

soon learns to watch the movements of its companion, without 

whose assistance it could not capture its prey. The falcon, 
when loosed from its tresses, flies steadily and near the ground 
towards the retreating gazelles, and marking one, soon sepa 
rates it from the herd. It then darts at the head of the 

affrighted animal, throws it to the ground, or only checks it in 

its rapid course. The greyhound rarely comes up before the 

blow has been more than once repeated. The falconer then 

hastens to secure the quarry. Should the dog not succeed in 

capturing the gazelle after it has been struck for the third or 

fourth time, the hawk will generally sulk and refuse to hunt 

any longer. I once saw a very powerful falcon, belonging to 

Abde Pasha, hold a gazelle until the horsemen succeeded in 

spearing the animal. The fleetness of the gazelle is so great, 

that, without the aid of the hawk, very few dogs can overtake 

it, unless the ground be heavy after rain. The pursuit of the 

gazelle with the falcon and hound over the boundless plains of 

Assyria and Babylonia is one of the most exhilarating and 

graceful of sports, displaying equally the noble qualities of 

the horse, the dog, and the bird. The time of day best suited 

for hawking is very early in the morning, before the eagles and 

kites are soaring in the sky. The falcon sh?uld-not be fed for 

several hours before it is taken to the chase. When not 

hunting, the Arab3 give it meat only once a day. Some hawks 

require to be hooded, such as the chark and the shaheen ; 

others need no covering for the eyes. The hood is generally 
made of coloured leather, with eyes worked on it in beads, and 

gold and variegated threads. Tassels and ornaments of various 

kinds are added, and the great chiefs frequently adorn a 

favourite bird with pearls and precious stones. To the legs 
are sometimes fastened small bells. Few hawks will return 

to the falconer without the lure, which consists of the wing 
of a bustard or fowl, or ?f a piece of meat attached to a string 
and swung round in the air. The Eastern huntsman' has a 

different call for each variety of falcon. A good chark will 

sometimes take as many as eight or ten bustards, or five or six 

gazelles in the course of a morning." 
Hawks were divided into two kinds?the long-winged and 

the short-winged. Of the long-winged, the first in value, a 

in size, came the gyr or jer-falcon (falco islandicus), which, in 

spite of its alleged want of teeth, is one of the boldest and 

most powerful of its class, and therefore was used to fly at 

wild fowl of the largest size, as cranes, storks, herons, and 

geese. Among falconers, the female only was named the 

gyr-falcon, the male being called the jerkin. This fine species 
seems now confined almost entirely to the most northerly 

parts of Europe and America. It was often seen by Dr. 

Richardson during his journeys over the 
" 

barren grounds 
" 

of North America, where it preys principally on ptarmigan ; 
and the latter birds endeavour to avoid him by diving instantly 
into the loose snow for a considerable distance. Two of these 

falcons attacked Dr. Richardson as he was climbing up a lofty 

precipice in the neighbourhood of their nest. 

Next in esteem came the peregrine falcon (F. peregrinus)f 
the female of which only was called the falcon, and, on 

account of her greater size, usually flown at herons and ducks. 

The male, being smaller, was more frequently flown at par 

tridges, and sometimes at magpies, and was called tiercel, 

tiercelet, and tassel-gentle. The red falcon and red tiercel 

were only the young of this species. The true lanner and 

lann?ret (F. la?iarius) are only found in the south. Louis XIV. 

had lanners sent him annually from Malta. This bird 

exceeds the peregrine in size, and was much esteemed 

for flying at the kite, with which the latter coulai scarcely 

contend. 

Wonderful stories are told of the swiftness of flight of the 

falcon; and it is well known that a falcon belonging to 
^ 

Henry II. of France, made its escape from Fontainbleau, and 

was retaken the next day in the island of Malta, where it was 

recognised by the rings on its legs. Had it continued on the 

w'ing the whole time, it must have flown at the rate of fifty 
seven miles an hour ; but such birds are said never to fly by 

night, and the velocity must therefore have been equal to at 

least seventy-five miles an hour. 
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